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Psychotherapy With Borderline
Patients
2017-09-25

patients with borderline personality disorder bpd or
borderline traits are among the most difficult for
mental health practitioners to treat they present an
incredible range of symptoms dysfunctional
interpersonal interactions provocative behavior in
therapy and comorbid psychiatric disturbances so broad
is this array that indeed the disorder constitutes a
virtual model for the study of all forms of self
destructive and self defeating behavior patterns
psychotherapy with borderline patients an integrated
approach fills the need for a problem focused
clinically oriented and operationalized treatment
manual that addresses major ongoing family factors that
trigger and reinforce the patient s self destructive or
self defeating behavior in it david allen draws on the
theoretical ideas and techniques of biological family
systems psychodynamic and cognitive behavioral
therapists to describe an integrated approach to adults
with bpd or borderline traits in individual therapy
innovative practical and specific the book helps
therapists teach their patients through the use of
various role playing techniques strategies to alter the
dysfunctional patterns of interaction with their
families of origin that reinforce self destructive
behavior or chronic affective symptoms explains the
nature and origins of the characteristic oscillation of
hostile over and underinvolvement between adults with
bpd and those who served as their primary parental
figures during childhood elucidates the nature and
causes of the dysfunctional communication patterns in
patients families that lead to misunderstanding and
provides concrete clearly spelled out advice for
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therapists about how to deal with provocative patient
behavior how to minimize distorted descriptions by
patients of significant others how to avoid patients
misuse of medications and how to respond to managed
care restrictions on patients insurance coverage
psychotherapy with borderline patients an integrated
approach will be welcomed by all clinicians who work
with these patients whatever their training or
theoretical orientation

Effective Psychotherapy with
Borderline Patients
1989

this volume gives psychodynamic psychotherapists a view
of how their colleagues actually treat severely
disturbed borderline patients and how treatments
proceed over the course of several years

Management of Countertransference
with Borderline Patients
2000

this book provides a systematic approach to managing
countertransference when treating borderline patients
using detailed accounts of clinical experiences the
authors demonstrate how their own thoughts feelings and
fantasies enable them to understand their patients
internal worlds

The Fate of Borderline Patients
1990-05-04
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providing a cost effective treatment model that is
respectful of patients needs their strengths and their
limitations this book presents the first dynamic and
coherent approach to group treatment for the
chronically mentally ill by structuring members
variable attendance the flexibly bound model which
utilizes group dynamic principles to maximize
therapeutic opportunities respects the actual behavior
of many chronically ill persons making this treatment
format available to a broad portion of this population
illustrated with numerous case vignettes the book
outlines the elements of supportive treatment and
therapeutic goals and then describes in detail specific
strategies and interventions

Occupational Therapy With Borderline
Patients
2014-06-11

this volume discusses and reviews the current knowledge
in the concept and management of activity groups
designed for borderline patients who are defines as
those with self destructive and maladaptive
interpersonal relations

Borderline Patients: Extending The
Limits Of Treatability
2000-06-09

1 borderline patients and transference focused
psychotherapy 2 factors that shape borderline
personality disorder 3 treatment dilemmas arising from
misdiagnoses 4 sadomasochism 5 narcissism and
psychopathy 6 the impact of attachment status 7
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schizoid states and paranoid regression 8 depression
and suicidality 9 trauma sexual pathology and acting
out 10 erotic transference and countertransference 11
using dream material 12 transference focused
psychotherapy combined with parmacotherapy 13
transference focused psychotherapy in sequence with
other modalities

The Borderline Patient
1977

first published in 1990 routledge is an imprint of
taylor francis an informa company

Current and Historical Perspectives
on the Borderline Patient
1989

this volume focuses on treatment issues pertaining to
patients with borderline psychopathology a section on
psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic psychotherapy with
contributors by v volkan h searles o kernberg l b boyer
and j oremland among others is followed by a section
exploring a variety of alternative approaches the
latter include psychopharmacology family therapy milieu
treatment and hospitalization the editors concluding
essay discusses the controversies and convergences
among the different treatment approaches

The Borderline Patient
2014-06-03

the most common personality disorder here and abroad
borderline personality disorder is often misdiagnosed
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or underdiagnosed left untreated it causes marked
distress and impairment in social occupational and role
functioning with high rates of self destructive
behavior attempted and completed suicide its pervasive
pattern of impulsivity and instability of interpersonal
relationships affects and self image begins in early
adulthood and presents in a variety of contexts
developed primarily by psychiatrists in active clinical
practice the revised edition of this popular work
offers an updated synthesis of current scientific
knowledge and rational clinical practice for patients
with borderline personality disorder with the important
caveat that clinicians should consider but not limit
themselves to the treatments recommended here the
summary of treatment recommendations is keyed according
to the level of confidence with which each
recommendation is made and coded to show the nature of
its supporting evidence highly informative and easy to
use this eminently practical volume is organized into
three major parts part a contains treatment
recommendations section i treatment summaries section
ii treatment plans section iii special clinical
considerations and section iv risk management issues
during treatment part b presents the evidence
underlying these treatment recommendations section v an
overview of dsm iv tr criteria prevalence rates and
natural history and course and section vi a review of
existing treatment literature and part c summarizes
those areas in which better research data are needed
remarkably concise and comprehensive this practice
guideline continues to be an indispensable reference
for every clinician who treats patients with this
heterogeneous and complex disorder

Treating The Borderline Patient
1992
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this volume offers guidelines for managing the
therapist patient relationship during crisis
intervention and longer term therapy with patients who
exhibit borderline symptoms since to do no harm is the
primary goal of any therapist who encounters such a
patient an appropriate therapist patient relationship
is crucial moreover skillful management of this
relationship can in itself be the most effective and
safe treatment the authors present a conceptual model
based on self psychology and interpersonal theory for
reframing the borderline symptoms and the therapist s
reactions case examples demonstrate effective
relationship management and therapeutic interventions

Practice Guideline for the Treatment
of Patients with Borderline
Personality Disorder
2001

treating borderline patients is one of the most
challenging areas in psychotherapy because of the
patient s extreme emotional expressions the strain it
places on the therapist and the danger of the patient
acting out and harming himself or the therapeutic
relationship many clinicians consider this patient
population difficult if not impossible to treat however
in recent years dedicated experts have focused their
clinical and research efforts on the borderline patient
and have produced treatments that increase our success
in working with borderline patients transference
focused therapy tfp is psychodynamic treatment designed
especially for borderline patients this book provides a
concise and comprehensive introduction to tfp that will
be useful both to experienced clinicians and also to
students of psychotherapy tfp has its roots in object
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relations and it emphasizes that the transference is
the key to understanding and producing change the
patient s internal world of object representations
unfolds and is lived in the transference with the
therapist the therapist listens for and makes use of
the relationship that is revealed through words silence
or as often occurs in the case of individuals with some
borderline personality disorder acting out in subtle or
not so subtle ways this primer offers clinicians a way
to understand and then use the transference and
countertransference for change in the patient

Relationship Management Of The
Borderline Patient
2013-05-13

this text contains descriptions of how to work with
borderline patients

A Primer of Transference-focused
Psychotherapy for the Borderline
Patient
2002

traditionally the development of psychoanalysis has
been based on the study of neurotic patients for the
most part displaying classic symptoms of hysteria
obsessive compulsion and depression however during the
last three or four decades there has been a notable
shift in the pattern of patients seeking psychoanalytic
psychotherapy the edge of experience drawn from papers
presented at the first european conference on
psychotherapy held in athens in 1997 demonstrates how
psychoanalytic practice has had to accomodate the range
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of borderline syndromes traumatisation narcissism and
psychosomatic symptoms among others and produce new
models of theory and treatment

My Work With Borderline Patients
1994-12-01

this issue of psychiatric clinics of north america
edited by drs frank yeomans and kenneth levy will offer
a comprehensive review of key topics of importance in
the study of borderline personality disorder the series
is led by our consulting editor dr harsh trivedi of
sheppard pratt health system this issue will explore
the following topics conceptual models diagnosis and
assessment differential diagnosis community and
clinical epidemiology comorbidity longitudinal course
neuroscience and social cognition attachment
psychotherapy and medication treatment research
psychotherapy with children and adolescents and family
and patient perspectives among others

The Edge of Experience
2018-11-09

this book differs from other books on borderline
personality disorder in its commitment to empirical
data as the basis for progress and understanding when
treating the borderline patient written by experts in
this ever changing field it includes research and
clinical findings on the etiology and treatment of
borderline personality disorder

Borderline Personality Disorder, An
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Issue of Psychiatric Clinics of North
America E-Book
2018-11-21

explore and understand new approaches in borderline
therapy borderline personality disorder bpd lags far
behind other disorders such as schizophrenia in terms
of research and treatment interventions debates about
diagnosis etiology neurobiology genetics medication and
treatment still persist borderline personality disorder
meeting the challenges to successful treatment brings
together over two dozen of the field s leading experts
in one enlightening text the book also offers mental
health providers a view of bpd from the perspectives of
sufferers as well as family members to foster an
understanding of the experiences of relatives who are
often devastated by their loved ones struggles with
this common disorder although there has been an
increasing interest in bpd in terms of research funding
treatment advancement and acknowledgment of family
perspective over the last decade the fact remains that
the disorder is still highly stigmatized borderline
personality disorder meeting the challenges to
successful treatment provides social workers and other
mental health clinicians with practical access to the
knowledge necessary for effective treatment in a single
volume of the most current research information and
management considerations this important collection
explores the latest methods and approaches to treating
bpd patients and supporting their families this useful
text also features handy worksheets and numerous tables
that present pertinent information clearly chapters in
borderline personality disorder meeting the challenges
to successful treatment include an overview of
borderline personality disorder confronting myths and
stereotypes about bpd biological underpinnings of bpd
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bpd and the need for community a social worker s
perspective on an evidence based approach to managing
suicidal behavior in bpd patients dialectical behavior
therapy supportive psychotherapy for borderline
patients systems training for emotional predictability
and problem solving stepps mentalization based
treatment fostering validating responses in families
family connections an education and skills training
program for family member wellbeing and much more full
of practical useable ideas for the betterment of those
affected by bpd borderline personality disorder meeting
the challenges to successful treatment is a valuable
resource for social workers psychologists psychiatrists
and counselors as well as students researchers and
academics in the mental health field family members
loved ones and anyone directly affected by bpd

Borderline Personality Disorder
1993

in this volume dr william meissner offers a concrete
approach to the therapy of borderline patients for
meissner the term borderline does not refer to one
diagnostic entity but rather to a series of entities of
varying degrees of pathological organization reflecting
a range of structural and functional levels this shift
in viewpoint has crucial implications for clinical
treatment it calls for a variety of psychotherapeutic
strategies and a more flexible more responsive
therapeutic schema correlated to the patient s level of
pathology

Borderline Personality Disorder
2020-08-26
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the as if patient very often comes to treatment at the
behest of someone else or comes with only the vaguest
sense that something is wrong hence the patient does
not usually notice that nothing is happening in therapy

Treatment of Patients in the
Borderline Spectrum
1988

i have become convinced that many borderline patients
are not helped by the psychiatric treatment they
receive and even more troubling that a fair percentage
of them are made worse by it dr rockland s approach
makes sense to me at a time when much of the literature
on the psychotherapy of borderline personality does not
i have learned a great deal from this book and feel
confident that it will have a pronounced beneficial
effect on clinical practice from the foreword by allen
j frances noting the potential dangers of uncovering
approaches early writers on borderline personality
emphasized the value of supportive therapy despite
these warnings the preponderance of the current
literature on borderline disorder is confined to
exploratory psychotherapy and psychoanalysis redressing
this imbalance in the literature this important new
work is the first to present an organized and detailed
description of how supportive interventions are
accomplished with borderline patients with a uniquely
practical focus on how to do it lawrence h rockland
applies the principles of psychodynamically oriented
supportive therapy post an approach that he formulated
to patients with borderline personality disorder bpd
divided in three sections the book s opening chapters
review the changing concepts of the borderline
vicissitudes in treatment recommendations the general
principles of post and the indications for applying
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this approach to bpd the second section presents the 2
1 2 year psychodynamic supportive treatment of a
patient with bpd the four phases of treatment
evaluation and treatment planning early phase middle
phase and termination are discussed in detail and
illustrated with session dialogue and critical
commentary by the author the final section addresses
two major problems therapist countertransference and
patient acting out other topics include continuous
intermittent supportive therapy psychopharmacology in
supportive therapy and supportive aspects of inpatient
treatments filling a significant gap in the literature
this important new volume s systematic and
comprehensive exposition of supportive therapy for
borderline patients makes it an invaluable resource for
all practitioners who work with this difficult
population replete with clinically useful suggestions
and guidelines it is ideal for trainees in all mental
health disciplines it is relevant to any course on
dynamic psychotherapy and serves as a text for all
students of borderline pathology and its treatment

Psychotherapy of the Quiet Borderline
Patient
1994

until recently borderline personality disorder has been
the step child of psychiatric disorders many
researchers even questioned its existence clinicians
have been reluctant to reveal the diagnosis to patients
because of the stigma attached to it but individuals
with bpd suffer terribly and a significant proportion
die by suicide and engage in non suicidal self injury
this volume provides state of the art information on
clinical course epidemiology comorbidities and
specialized treatments
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Borderline and Narcissistic Patients
in Therapy
1988

borderline personality disorder tailoring the
psychotherapy to the patient explores the challenge of
treating patients with borderline personality disorder
these patients make up a large segment of the difficult
to treat population the instability of their
relationships the intensity of their affective
responses and their proneness to paranoid reactions all
contribute to their difficulty in working consistently
and constructively in the psychotherapeutic situation
when one adds these difficult patient problems to the
therapist s quandary about how expressive or supportive
to be therapists are indeed often confronted with a
challenging therapeutic task the book begins with a
review of the clinical and research literature
pertaining to the treatment of borderline patients it
presents a unique empirically based intensive study of
three borderline patients based on transcripts of
audiotaped therapy sessions the research methodology is
reviewed and clinically oriented descriptions of the
three patients their psychotherapy processes and their
outcomes are included following an overall summary of
results conclusions regarding the differential
indications for supportive versus expressive emphasis
in psychotherapy are discussed in their research the
authors recorded every psychotherapy session and
studied a randomly selected group of sessions therefore
the reader is provided with increased insight into what
is most effective with what kind of patient at a given
point in the therapy process
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Supportive Therapy for Borderline
Patients
1992

in a sequel to his 1984 borderline personality disorder
gunderson psychiatry harvard medical school describes
treatment literature clinical perspectives and
modalities that are far more numerous sophisticated
detailed and empirically buttressed he combines
research findings with experience at the outpatient
clinic for treating borderline patients that he and
colleagues established at the university s mclean
hospital in 1994 c book news inc

Borderline Personality Disorder
2017-10-10

1 the concept 2 explanatory formulations 3 empirical
studies 4 treatment approaches 5 the patient

Borderline Personality Disorder
1996

1 standing still 2 the state of the art 3 major issues
in treatment of the borderline patient 4 perpetual fear
and abandonment 5 inability to modulate affect 6
intolerance of separateness 7 adaptive matrix constancy
8 differentiating constancy 9 reparation constancy

Borderline Personality Disorder
2001

the etiology of borderline personality disorder is
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essentially unknown although many well known
theoretical formulations remain the best possible
hypotheses much of what has been suggested thus far for
the management of bpd has proved impractical in a
majority of cases written by an expert in the field of
bpd borderline personality disorder presents a
practical approach to the management of patients with
this disorder designed for readers who are skeptical of
facile explanations this book provides a broader view
of the etiology of bpd than has been presented in
previous studies readers will not only appreciate the
review of the current research but also its theoretical
integration into practice borderline personality
disorderhas two goals to build a comprehensive theory
of etiology which takes into account biological
psychological and social factors to suggest treatment
guidelines which are consistent with this theory and
which are based on the findings of clinical trials
based on the most up to date clinical research
available borderline personality disorder shows how
these complex disorders are shaped by biological
vulnerability brought on by psychological experiences
and influenced by social conditions

Borderline Personality Disorders
1977

this guide was written not for the psychiatrist engaged
in lengthy and complex psychotherapy with these
patients but for the generalist who needs the basic
skills to deliver good care to this sizeable patient
population in need of help

Becoming a Constant Object in
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Psychotherapy with the Borderline
Patient
1996

answering the need for an integrated clinically
relevant text on borderline disorders this volume
provides a flexible approach that draws from ego
psychology object relations theory self psychology and
child development research designed as a resource and a
guide it translates complex concepts in ways that will
be accessible to practitioners from a wide range of
mental health disciplines case vignettes illustrate the
approaches of otto kernberg james masterson gertrude
and rubin blanck heinz kohut and gerald adler

Borderline Personality Disorder
1994

borderline personality disorder bpd has been widely
viewed as a chronic disorder which has led many
clinicians to avoid treating patients with this
diagnosis bpd is also one of the most stigmatized of
psychiatric disorders due to the awkward manner in
which these individuals attempt to get their needs met
as such those with bpd are increasingly marginalized by
society and prevented from accessing quality care in
the fullness of time debunks the common myth that bpd
is incurable drawing on the findings of the nimh funded
study the mclean study of adult development which has
found that bpd has the best symptomatic outcome of all
major psychiatric illnesses citing and analyzing the
results of this landmark decades long study mary
zanarini explains why there is reason for optimism when
it comes to bpd remissions lasting two to eight years
are common and stable furthermore remission of all 24
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symptoms of the disorder are also quite typical equally
promisingly the acute and most life threatening
symptoms of bpd such as self harm and suicide attempts
remit rapidly and recur less frequently than do
temperamental symptoms zanarini also reports on more
sobering findings concerning high levels of poor
outcomes relating to vocational impairment and physical
health reported by the 40 of patients who have not
recovered which have significant impact on wellbeing
and use of medical and other services considered
together the findings generated by this important
research provide much needed hope for those diagnosed
with bpd particularly in guiding future research on and
treatment for borderline personality disorder

Applications of Good Psychiatric
Management for Borderline Personality
Disorder
2019-04-19

in this volume dr volkan uses precise strong and
sometimes poetic language to present a treatment
approach for work with borderline patients his entire
treatment method is set forth in six steps that reflect
the patient s actual sequential experience in the
therapeutic process unlike many therapists who write
about therapy approaches volkman presents his work with
nine psychosis prone borderline patients who underwent
his specific treatment plan as well as a detailed
account of a six year seven month analysis of pattie
which the author described as a long journey into an
intrapsychic world
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Borderline Disorders
1990-10-05

combines developmental perspectives with intervention
techniques discussing methods of conceptualizing
borderline cases and developing treatment plans
includes case studies the four authors have all been
associated at one time or another with the center for
cognitive therapy at the u of pennsylv

In the Fullness of Time
2018

reviews the theoretical work of w r d fairbairn and
describes a pragmatic approach based on that
theoretical foundation annotation copyright by book
news inc portland or

Six Steps in the Treatment of
Borderline Personality Organization
1995

the revised and expanded third edition of the
bestselling guide to understanding borderline
personality disorder with advice for communicating with
and helping the borderline individuals in your life
after more than three decades as the essential guide to
borderline personality disorder bpd the third edition
of i hate you don t leave me now reflects the most up
to date research that has opened doors to the
neurobiological genetic and developmental roots of the
disorder as well as connections between bpd and
substance abuse sexual abuse post traumatic stress
syndrome adhd and eating disorders both pharmacological
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and psychotherapeutic advancements point to real hope
for success in the treatment and understanding of bpd
this expanded and revised edition is an invaluable
resource for those diagnosed with bpd and their family
friends and colleagues as well as professionals and
students in the field and the practical tools and
advice are easy to understand and use in your day to
day interactions with the borderline individuals in
your life

Cognitive Therapy of Borderline
Personality Disorder
1993

the book is divided into sections with seminal papers
from each decade the preface of each section written by
the editor places each paper in it s historical context
and making for a fascinating story of an aspect of the
history of psychoanalysis and psychiatry in america

Borderline Patients in Group
Psychotherapy
1989

borderline personality disorder is a serious illness
that has historically been misunderstood misdiagnosed
and mistreated it has been wrongfully stigmatized in
the medical community it is in fact a very treatable
condition with increasingly positive results when
identified early and addressed appropriately thankfully
recent developments in the fields of psychiatry and
psychology have enhanced the understanding and
treatment of the borderline syndrome in adults and
adolescents also in recent years it has become evident
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that borderline personality disorder is much more
prevalent in children than it is actually diagnosed it
has been one of the most under recognized and
misdiagnosed conditions in child psychiatry until now
there has been little information available to help the
understanding and management of this disorder as it
emerges in younger children early recognition and
treatment is critical to positive outcome this is a
practical guide for parents and professionals in
navigating the perilous territory of the borderline
child parents will be empowered by a clearer
understanding of their child and how to help them it
will behoove the professional reading these chapters to
see the borderline child from the parent perspective
and use this dimensional map in formulating a
comprehensive treatment plan a systematic
multidimensional mindful approach is the key to success
and in maintaining your own well being while doing this
important and challenging work take from it what you
can for your best highest good we are all in this
together

Borderline Psychopathology and Its
Treatment
1985

built on the solid foundation of a six year treatment
comparison trial the interpersonal group psychotherapy
model fully detailed here focuses on the current
relationships in the patient s life the research study
showed that individual psychodynamic psychotherapy
which emphasizes the developmental genesis of the
borderline disorder leads down a much longer and more
costly road but with outcomes equivalent to the group
model by zeroing in on the affective significance of
the patient s lifelong search for more gratifying and
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secure relationships the therapist can address a key
feature of the disorder found in all its subtypes with
group therapy the therapist is able to dilute the
powerful transference reactions commonly found in
individual therapy with borderline patients in
interpersonal group therapy the patient is also able to
form new positive identifications with others this
guide generously illustrated with extensive clinical
examples has been designed to be used in a broad range
of treatment settings and employed by an extensive
array of mental health professionals psychiatrists
psychologists social workers and nurses

The Treatment of the Borderline
Patient
1993

I Hate You--Don't Leave Me: Third
Edition
2021-09-07

Essential Papers on Borderline
Disorders
1986-02

The Borderline Child
2019-01-07
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Interpersonal Group Psychotherapy For
Borderline Personality Disorder
1994
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